
Refresh Pocket Proxe Script

“Hi, I’m _______. I’m with InterVarsity, a Christian club on campus. We are having conversations
today about how our world is full of beauty and brokenness. Do you have a minute?”

When they say “yes” show them the Proxe image.

“Here are a few ways that we see beauty and brokenness around us.”

Either ask them to tell you their opinion, or you take things deeper by sharing
personally about yourself using the card.

“Something that’s really been weighing on me is _______.
When I’m feeling overwhelmed, I go to the _______ to refresh.”

“Which of these three forces of destruction bothers you the most
lately?

“This back and forth between refreshment and brokenness can feel
exhausting. I believe that Jesus steps into our exhaustion, and
transforms our brokenness with his hope.”

Flip the card over.

“Check out this quote on Jesus’ robe.”

You can either read the quote out loud, or ask them to read it out loud.
“ I have come to give the good life, a life that overflows with beauty and harmony.”
- Creator Sets Free (Jesus)  [John 10:10 First Nations Version]

“What do you like about this quote?”

“There is an awesome 3-minute short film that we will premiere on
campus. Are you interested in getting more info? Here’s the QR code
if you want to check it out ahead of time. If you have time, we can
watch it now.”

If they watch the video with you:

“What do you like about the short film?”

“Join us for a deeper discussion next week about this Native Christian retelling of the story of
God and Creator Sets Free. Could I get your contact info?”

You can swap campus emails, phone numbers, or even Instagram handles. Whatever your preference.



1. If there’s a lull in conversation or it gets awkward:
● We think it can be helpful if you can start the conversation by sharing personally

about where you go to be refreshed, and what bothers you about our world. But
some student testers have been nervous to share personally. Feel free to rely on the
card, and ask the stranger to share first.

2. If they say or ask something too intense for you:
● Respond with, “Thank you so much for your honesty (or question). We have amazing

staff that would be more than happy to talk about this with you. Can I connect you
to them?”

3. A 3-minute video might be too long.
● Decide what works best for you. Perhaps a 30 second clip of the short film. You can

post this to your chapter’s Instagram account so when you show them the clip they
are learning about your social platforms and where to find more information to
connect with you.

4. What happens when they say, “All seem like refreshing places” or, “All three bother me
equally.”
● Respond, “For this conversation, please pick one.”

5. What if they will not give you their contact info?
● Give them yours. Use a sharpie to write in the white border on the pocket proxe:

share your instagram handle, email or an upcoming fun event that your chapter is
hosting.

6. What happens if you feel like the stranger does not really want to talk about Jesus?
● In our test, 50% of the people did not want to talk about faith. So we shifted gears

to the safer topic of the art, “What do you like about the art? What catches your
eye?” Even if the conversation did not go as planned, they are still walking away
with a pocket proxe and your contact information! (refer to Tip #3)
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It starts in the beginning. Creator was there in nothingness. Then Creator spoke and made the light, the
land, the water, and the people. Creator gave us water to nourish the land.And our bodies and souls
thrived. In Creator's garden, everything was beautiful. We would talk and take walks with Creator in
perfect harmony.

But one day, a seed of suspicion grew in our minds. We questioned if there was something better than
Creator’s water,and decided to quench our thirst our own way.We turned our backs on Creator, and
made our home in the parched desert. And it claimed us. In the desert we drank the sand to satisfy our
thirst. We became like the sand we were drinking. We turned on one another. We hurt and killed each
other, and abused the land. We wandered in the dry and thirsty desert, and lost hope.

Creator saw our suffering, and how we turned on each other. In a surprising act of love, Creator joined us
in the desert. He entered our dry and dusty world. Creator sent his Son, Jesus, which means Creator Sets
Free.

Jesus came to set us free from our thirsty and cracked souls. He brought hope to the desert, offering us
living water. Some people drank freely of this delicious gift, but others continued to choke down the
sand. They saw the living water as a threat, and decided to kill Jesus. Creator Sets Free died.

But the story doesn’t end there. Creator tricked death, and the tomb became a spring! Creator Sets
Free rose from the dead and became the living water to the world. From then until now, we all may drink
of his living water, and our deepest thirsts can finally be satisfied. When we trust Jesus and walk with
Creator, this new life and love overflows our souls, rippling through our lives and communities.

Support Native Staff and Students

Native Students have the opportunity to attend a life-changing conference created specifically for them.
Would Jesus Eat Frybread (WJEF) is a weekend for Native Students to gather and experience what it
means to be both Christian and Native.

You have two opportunities to support the Native Staff and Students who brought you this beautiful
allegory:

- Send students to WJEF. If you use the Refresh Proxe on campus, the Evangelism department will
donate a $50 scholarship on behalf of your chapter. Just tag us (@loveandcourage.iv) in a picture of you
hosting the Refresh proxe on your campus.

- You may give additional scholarship support by clicking the button below.
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https://www.wouldjesuseatfrybread.org/

